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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The study gives an overview of existing railway passenger services along the Trans-Asian Railway 

Network (TARN) and an analysis of the legal and institutional framework with a view to provide 

recommendations for further strengthening operations of passenger trains along the Trans-Asian 

Railway network. 

The intercountry railway passenger transport in ESCAP region is extensively developed, however, 

the density of services (except for 1520 mm area) is low. There are no direct journeys from non-

capital cities and the existing routes are not linked to one another.  

There is lack of coordination among railway administrations on service management of 

international passenger trains. Fares for international journeys are higher than for separate 

segments by countries. .  

Also, the border crossing formalities for international passenger transport by rail are not 

harmonized, however, in this regard the TARN member countries could accede to recently 

adopted UN ECE Convention on the Facilitation of Border Crossing Procedures for Passengers, 

Luggage and Load-luggage Carried in International Traffic by Rail. 

From the users’ point of view, advance information and awareness on procedures concerning 

international train journeys are more important than difference in them. In this regard there are 

no official/ public resources that provide necessary information on railway routes, services, 

regulations, and description of the procedures for different intercountry routes in the region.  

Furthermore, there is insufficient regional application of existing regulatory framework in some 

aspects  of international passenger trains such as accessibility, border crossing and immigration 

procedures, and ticketing.  

There is also lack of appropriate framework in other aspects that are important for rail customers 

passengers’ rights and obligations. International benchmark provides availability of good practical 

cases and pilot projects, such as advance information for foreign passengers on all procedures 

related to train journey, special commercial offers linked to international passenger transport, 

accessibility maps, etc. 

All these factors decrease competitiveness of international railway passenger transport along the 

TARN. 

More intercountry passenger trains could change the density of international services in the 

region. Unlike present dominance of such trains within the Commonwealth of Independent States 

(CIS), future passenger trains could also be operated in Southeastern and Western Asia as 

countries of these regions are considering introducing high-speed railways for international 
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connections that would increase importance of streamlined border crossing formalities and 

related requirements.  

COVID-19 pandemic struck while the study was being completed. Given, the deep impact 

pandemic is having and would have on railway passenger transport, the study report briefly 

mentions on the implications of the pandemic and makes few policy recommendations for 

decision-makers in TARN member countries, primarily on coping with asynchronous re-

establishment of services.  

At the time of finalizing this study, the pandemic is still not contained and therefore a more 

detailed study to understand its complete impact on range of issues in railway passenger transport 

is warranted. 

Based on the existing legal framework and analysis of major challenges for rail administrations 

and for rail users – the study proposes recommendations to further strengthen international 

passenger transport in the region that includes developing a common strategic vision for 

international railway passenger transport for the region duly adopted by TARN members. 

This could include such areas as: development of international rail passenger links as a part of 

regional connectivity in ESCAP countries; promotion of seamless international passenger 

journeys; improvement and promotion of international rail-based passenger intermodal services; 

coordination of actions/initiatives on rail passenger transport among different international 

organizations (coordination of visions and strategies regarding passenger services; promotion of 

e-ticketing, electronic interoperability and use of digital technologies; promotion of rail passenger 

services, harmonization of tariffs and their affordability); and development of touristic services 

and products in ESCAP region focusing on sustainable and accessible rail tourism with 

comfortable connections to other transport modes and services. 
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I. BACKGROUND. 

For a more sustainable transport sector in support of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development, a shift to more environmentally friendly modes of transport, such as railways, is 

crucial. In this direction, proactive policy initiatives are required to encourage energy efficient 

and environment friendly modes of transport such as railways whose potential remains 

underutilized.  

Already, during the last few years there has been a rapid increase in the volumes of freight and 

passenger being transported by rail, a trend likely to continue. Therefore, efficient railway 

transport has acquired a renewed urgency to meet the growing demands of mobility in a 

sustainable manner.  

Demographic evolutions, lifestyle changes as well technological advancement in railways towards 

more energy efficient systems would continue to increase demand for railway passenger 

transport. Many countries in the region are also developing high speed or semi-high-speed railway 

networks to meet the growing need for passenger transportation. 

A study conducted by ESCAP in 2013 found many intercountry passenger trains in operation, 

some of them between: Azerbaijan – Russian Federation; Azerbaijan – Georgia; China – 

Democratic Republic of Korea; China – Russian Federation; China – Mongolia; China – Viet Nam; 

Democratic Republic of Korea – Russian Federation; Kazakhstan – Russian Federation; 

Kazakhstan – Kyrgyzstan; Mongolia – Russian Federation; India – Pakistan, India – Bangladesh; 

Thailand – Malaysia; Thailand – Lao People’s Democratic Republic. 

The existence of extensive intercountry passenger trains in the region and their further potential 

indicates a need for a good understanding among the railway authorities on the challenges in 

running such trains efficiently and ways to address them. 
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II.  CURRENT OPERATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER TRAINS ALONG 

THE TRANS-ASIAN RAIL NETWORK. 

KEY MESSAGES. 

1. Current density of international passenger train services in the ESCAP region is 

relatively low (higher in 1520 mm gauge area). There are no direct journeys from non-capital 

cities and the existing routes are not linked to one another 

2. Night trains prevail (in 16:1 proportion to daytime services), and this is desirable from 

environmental point of view. The revival of night services in Europe caused by anti-aviation 

ecological movements requires new services to be established, while the ESCAP region already 

has this “greener” opportunity that can be further developed by both spread of night services 

network and upgrade of rail traction type to sustainable modes. 

3. As of now there are no high-speed services for international connections, so that 

border crossing control and related international procedures may take much time. Further 

promotion of international passenger trains, such as new high-speed services, requires 

harmonized and simplified border crossing and customs formalities.  

 

A. Existing intercountry passenger trains and services. 

The international railway passenger services in ESCAP region have following features: 

• prevalence of overnight services due to longer distances 

• higher concentration of international train services in the Russian Federation, Central 

Asian countries and in China 

• relatively small number of connections apart from capital cities and small density of 

international passenger network 

• number of services in countries with 1520 mm gauge 

• higher tariffs on direct international services in comparison to the same route services 

purchased by country segments 

• different classes of services along the Trans-Asian Rail Network proposed by different 

operators 

• diverse operating agreements among rail administrations providing international 

services. 

 

As of November 2019, there were approximately 39 international services with 75 one-way 

connections. Still for some routes proposed as international journey, like those in Southeastern 

Asia between Thailand and Malaysia and Turkey – Islamic Republic of Iran, one or several 

interchanges are necessary. There are also cancelled, suspended or unsteady services, like Ankara 

– Amman (cancelled due to military actions) and rail services from Pakistan to India and back.   
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Figure 1 – Allocation of international passenger services by Asian regions1. 

 
Source: Internet-sites of railway companies, https://www.chinahighlights.com/china-trains/#, 

 

B. Types and periodicity of services including fares. 

In the first quarter of 2020 most, international services were temporary suspended due to 

COVID-19 pandemic (see Chapter II). These numbers do not refer to this situation.  

Current ratio of night trains to day trains in Asia is about 16 to 1. There are no high-speed 

international trains in the region yet. One of the routes in Southeastern Asia is only served by a 

direct regular touristic train, which cannot be considered as a substitute to standard services. 

About 9/10 of existing services are regular, but there is a relatively small share of daily services, 

not exceeding 1/10 of all services proposed. Almost one third of international passenger trains 

in the region depart on a weekly basis. Almost all international trains have direct country to 

country connections, so that they cross only one border. The exception are the international 

trains of the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. 

Based on the data from Figure 1 – Allocation of international passenger services by Asian 

regions., more than two thirds of international rail passenger services are provided on 1520 mm 

gauge as this network was originally established as a uniform one and international services had 

been organized within the united transport system of the Soviet Union. Meanwhile, in other 

regions of ESCAP the density and variety of international services is much less. Still in 1520 mm 

area and in other ESCAP regions around 60 per cent of trains originate in capital and end in 

capital of other countries or they connect second largest cities – mainly in the Russian Federation, 

Kazakhstan and China. There is also a third type of services: short to medium-distance cross-

border day services that have less than 10 per cent share. 

 
1 November 2019. Number of services is calculated by one-way trips. Suspended services and services by different 

operators for the same route are also considered. Number for Western Asia includes Ankara – Baku service to be 

launched in Winter 2019 via Kars – Tbilisi – Baku railway. 

https://www.chinahighlights.com/china-trains/
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It is to be noted that there is no unique procedure for international passenger trains operations 

for railways in the region. In some cases, trains are operated by a company on a yearly basis 

(Ulan-Baator – Beijing), while in others there are two similar services for the same route 

proposed by different operations (Moscow – Beijing), in some cases two railway companies 

manage their own parts of the route or share the operations by periods of the year (Lahore - 

Attari and then Attari – Dehli, the Samjhauta Express, which is no more in operation since 2019). 

Challenges that arise due to this include: 

• possible constraints for ticket sales and reservations for passengers 

• difference in classes of services (including their titles) provided to passengers 

• possible difference in quality of services. 

Another area of concern is international passenger fares which are higher than fares for the same 

route divided by segments.  

Table 1  – Comparison of direct international fares with fares by segments  

of journey. 

Train 

Price for the cheapest class of services, US dollars 

Extra 

payment for 

international 

service 

Country 

1 

segment 

Trans-

border 

segment 

Country 

2 

segment 

Entire 

ticket, if 

purchased 

by 

segments 

(1+2+trans-

border) 

Entire 

ticket, if 

purchased 

for the 

whole 

route 

096Б Brest - Moscow  

(operated by Belorussian Railways) 7 14 15 36 44 +25% 

007Р Almaty - Saratov  

(operated by KTZ) 25 12 17 54 103 +94% 

002 Moscow - Beijing  

(international cars operated by FPC 

- RZD Group) 118 197 315 610 +94% 

043 Moscow - Beijing  

(operated by FPC - RZD Group) 184 215 399 552 +38% 

Source: Ticket booking sites of railway operators, information on prices presented as per November 2019, prices 

in rubles recalculated in US dollars by official exchange rate as of November 2019. 

This problem decreases the competitiveness of direct international trains and simultaneously the 

competitiveness of trains to other transportation modes, and mainly air transport. 

C. Planned intercountry passenger trains and high-speed services. 

Planned intercountry passenger trains could change the density of international services in the 

region. Unlike present dominance of CIS countries, future projects are mainly located in 

Southeastern and Western Asia.  Besides, new types of services – high-speed trains – are under 

study as they are being developed within the countries. Three areas with high potential for  

international passenger train services include: 

• Western Asia: Turkey, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Islamic Republic of Iran 

• Central Asian countries 
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• South and Southeastern Asian countries. 

The important future connection appears to be in the Southeastern Asia. The main route 

referring to rail passenger transportation is Singapore- Kunming Rail Link. It is a multi-link project 

bringing together three routes. The first one (Central route) will link Kunming, Yuxi, Mohan, 

Vientiane, Kuala Lumpur and Singapore. The second one (Eastern route) will link Kunming, Yuxi, 

Mengzi, Hekou, Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh, Phnom Penh and Bangkok. The third (Southern route), 

which is now under study, can link Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur and Singapore with a high-speed rail2. 

The following features of the planned services are to be considered: 

• trains will cross several countries and, thus, will require several border checks 

• operations in several countries will also require technical interoperability, 

management mechanisms, also for revenues and ticketing, uniform approach to 

information presentation and station design (navigation and information for 

passengers) 

• possible introduction of high-speed services will require fast boarding, alighting and 

check procedures. 

D. Impact of COVID-19 pandemic on international passenger trains in ESCAP 

region. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has had huge impact on intercountry rail services along TARN. All 

international services were suspended to prevent transmission of virus. Moreover, new changes 

and challenges for international trains are awaited at the recovery stage. Some of the pandemic 

and post-pandemic challenges and responses could include: 

1. Synchronous restoration of services and actions at national and 

international levels. 

International passenger train services got affected due to national restrictions in each country. 

And intercountry service requires two or several countries with rail connections to have 

common rules. As the impact of pandemic differs from country to country, the authorities (and 

even regional authorities within one country) are likely to have different approaches to 

restoration of railway passenger transport services. At recovery phase such asynchronous actions 

may further decrease the visibility of railway services for users and, consequently, decrease the 

demand or slow its growth. This challenge can be addressed by synchronized solutions at least 

at subregional  level. Apart from health risks, which are not examined within this study, existing 

demand on specific inter-country services should be considered for restoration.  

2. Imposed regulation for railway companies. 

At least at the first stage of restoration, the format of services will mostly depend on measures 

imposed by local or national authorities. For the railway companies this may require adjustment 

 
2 Kuala Lumpur – Singapore high-speed rail project was officially cancelled in the beginning of 2021. 
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of bilateral agreements or at least operational technologies and if requirements of two countries 

are completely different, it may impede relaunch of services. 

3. Crisis of demand and offer. 

For intercountry railway services COVID-19 pandemic coupled with long awaited cyclic 

economic slowdown means both the crisis of demand and the crisis of offer. The latter was 

artificially created to mitigate health risks, and that means that the restoration should start with 

the offer. And then it can be adjusted by demand, which also changes from mistrust of users in 

health safety of services and general economic slowdown.  

Lack of users’ confidence in railways is similar to situations that are oftentimes observed shortly 

after dramatic events (terrorist attacks, derailments, etc.). So, the response here is learning form 

practice of security managers, including balance of security (safety) measures and their impact on 

railway business3, and benchmark of health safety tools used for international passenger trains. 

Response for demand crisis caused by economic slowdown refers mainly to market study, 

forecasts and modelling based on different data sources followed by reconsideration of services, 

routes, introduction of yield management, and other solutions. 

4. Reconsideration of comfort level. 

As most international services by different transport modes are stopped and then relaunched, 

this will mark a new milestone on rail and air competitiveness. The level of comfort, reconsidered 

within epidemiologic context, will define the willingness to use rail services. In addition to 

sustainability, railways can propose more comfort in this context thanks to more space, 

opportunities to organize social distancing and other aspects.  

Responses could include consideration of health safety issues as a part of everyday services and 

new comfort services for some clients (on-demand services). Asynchronous actions may result 

in further differences for clients, which is already an important issue in Asia. Users will be less 

informed and travelling by rail risks becoming more complicated. More joint projects on 

passenger awareness, international standards of services, new technologies and digitalization that 

can cope with these issues (applications, pre-information, etc.) should be considered. 

5. Increase in cost of rail travel.  

All previously mentioned challenges may lead to imputed costs and economic inefficiency of 

services, especially if demand does not recover: In some countries similar additional costs for 

railway companies appeared after imposition of security or accessibility measures. As previously 

noticed, high international rail tariffs decrease the competitiveness of intercountry trains even 

now. Further growth of prices for users may result in lack of demand.  

 
3 E.g. “Station security and station business: handbook on effective solutions” issued by UIC. 
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Response for this challenge, once again, supposes tight cooperation of inter-governmental and 

business-oriented organizations to learn from best practice of governmental subsidies and other 

forms of support, solutions to decrease the costs (including automation). 

Guidance to railways during the pandemic. 

In the first quarter of 2020 international studies were focused on COVID-19 mitigating 

measures and include: 

• Management of COVID-19 guideline for public transport operators – UITP, February (not 

dedicated to international passenger services, but proposes solutions on internal 

organization of work for companies during the pandemic). 

• Management of COVID-19 guidance for railway stakeholders – UIC, March 2020. 

Starting form the second quarter the focus of studied changed to recovery actions: 

• Potential measures to restore confidence in rail travel following the COVID-19 pandemic 

– UIC, April 2020. 

In addition to these documents, a series of international policy responses is constantly being 

updated by all international organizations. For the Trans-Asian Railway Network, a relevant 

document is “Policy responses to COVID-19: Transport connectivity in Asia and the Pacific” 

published by ESCAP in April 2020.  

 

6. Future evaluation of rail passenger traffic post COVID-19. 

Actual macroeconomic situation differs from normal slowdown cycle, as it is reinforced by a 

‘virus crisis’, and thus, it is not just economic recession, but economic crisis plus pandemic crisis. 

For passenger transportation this double crisis has got the following peculiarities. 

• Supply instead of demand drop. 

Usual economic recession refers to the decrease of credit financing volumes and the decline of 

demand. This time, due to artificial suspension of production and border closures, a shock in 

supply is observed. Supply and service chains are disrupted at different stages, and interruptions 

or suspensions on the earlier stages stop the following production or development of services. 

The demand drop follows the supply (or offer) drop. And the restoration should start from the 

offer as well. 

• New measures of support would be required. 

The supply drop cannot be overcome by usual anti-crisis measures of support from governments 

and national banks. And, as the situation is the unique one, no proven solutions exist. There is 

no tested recipe for governmental position on the additional support of infrastructure or 

transport operators for this case. 

• The economic trends are hard to predict but opportunities exist. 

Further development of economic situation depends on non-economic factors: spread of 

COVID-2019, decisions of governments and other actors, effectiveness of anti-crisis measures. 
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All this causes disparity in figures proposed by experts, as well as decreases the accuracy of the 

forecasts.  

Until the first data on recovered traffic is available it is not possible to build an accurate forecast 

by routes and services.  

The historic data shows that mobility has always been growing under any circumstances, including 

other pandemic, global terroristic threats, and natural hazards. So, the mid- to long-term forecast 

of international rail traffic is positive. Following changes may arise: 

• routes and services may be reviewed according to actual demand. That is especially 

true for heritage services along 1520mm gauge area 

• railway companies will probably have to study new transportation patterns of 

passengers in the short-term, which would require reorganization of services 

• changes in air transport market opens new opportunities to raise the competitiveness 

of railways for long-distance transport. The accessibility and affordability of services, together 

with their visibility to users and, of course, sustainability of railways, may lead to additional shift 

of traffic to rail, and this opportunity requires joint initiatives and common strategies of 

international railway stakeholders.  
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III. EXISTING INSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK ON INTERNATIONAL 

RAILWAY PASSENGER TRANSPORT IN ESCAP REGION. 

KEY MESSAGES. 

1. Currently there is no uniform institutional and legal framework on international railway 

passenger transport covering all member countries of the Trans-Asian Railway Network, 

however, there are a number of documents ranging from inter-agency agreements to 

business recommendations and solutions, that can be applied. 

2. The international railway passenger transport in the region has following peculiarities: 

a. lack of documents concerning technological and digital interoperability 

b. out-of-date documents concerning ticketing and reservations 

c. non-existence of uniform ticketing and reservation platform to assure easier ticket 

sales and booking and non-existence of handbook on yield management 

d. lack of documents in the form of standards, international solutions or guidelines 

promoting easy internationally proved algorithms of actions for railway 

administrations, operators and railway undertakings to easily establish, suspense and 

develop new international passenger services. 

3. Not all processes and countries within Trans-Asian Railway Network are covered by the 

existing legal frameworks on railway passenger transport. A regional platform for joint 

elaboration of missing documents and guidelines is required. 

4. There is no instrument promoting harmonized border crossing formalities for the region. 

In this regard, ECE Convention on the Facilitation of Border Crossing Procedures for 

Passengers, Luggage and Load-luggage Carried in International Traffic by Rail can be 

adopted by TARN countries. 

The Organization of Cooperation Between Railways (OSJD) has a number of documents in 

the field of international railway passenger transport, however, not all ESCAP countries are 

covered by the documents, as not all of them are OSJD members. Moreover, the OSJD 

documents are not always available in English complicating their application.  

Key issues covered by OSJD documents: 

• Agreement on International Passenger Traffic (SMPS) 

• international tariffs 

• use of coaches for intercountry services 

• ticketing and passenger claims 

• coding of international passenger trains 

Other organization active in issuing recommendation in field of international railway 

passenger transport is the International Union of Railways (UIC). They issue a number of non-

regulatory recommendations and leaflets on best practice. For further analysis all documents are 

structured by topics: 

• general issues 
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• operations, border crossing and control procedures, including exchange of information 

among operators and authorities 

• station facilities and infrastructure 

• information for passengers 

• special services for passengers with reduced mobility 

• ticketing 

• new technologies and digitalization 

• security 

• other issues 

A. General issues in international railway passenger transport.  

The following documents refer to general issues of international passenger transport by rail in 

ESCAP countries. Two of these documents refer to plans of infrastructure and operations 

development, but others cover various issues of passenger and luggage transport procedures. 

Table 2  – Documents referring to international rail passenger transportation in ESCAP 

countries. 

No. Name of the document 

Year 

of 

issue 

Issuing 

body 

Type of 

document 
Application 

1. 
Agreement on International Railway 

Passenger Traffic by Rail (SMPS) 

1951 

(2019) 
OSJD Agreement International 

2. 

Agreement between railroad 

administrations of the Member States of 

the Commonwealth of Independent 

States, the Latvian Republic, the 

Lithuanian Republic and the Estonian 

Republic on special conditions of 

implementation of particular provisions 

of the Agreement on international 

passenger transport by rail (SMPS) 

1997 CIS Agreement Subregional 

3. 
ECO Transit Transport Framework 

Agreement 
1998 ECO Agreement Subregional 

4. Treaty on Eurasian Economic Union 2015 EAEU Agreement Subregional 

5. Asia-Pacific Vision 2050 2015 UIC 
Strategic 

vision 
Subregional 

6. CAREC Transport Strategy 2030 2020 
ADB 

CAREC 

Strategic 

vision 
Subregional 
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Following features of the legal and documentary framework are important: 

• lack of documents referring to interaction of different stakeholders, and not only 

railways, should be particularly noted for the region 

• existing CIS documents mainly refer to OSJD regulations, but all other documents are 

not necessarily linked to one another 

• different documents have been elaborated within different time periods, which might 

be a problem for their integration into uniform framework due to technological and digital shifts 

in global economy 

• subregional strategic visions are not necessarily linked to one another and are mostly 

elaborated separately considering different macroeconomic scenarios, which might be a 

constraint for integration into one common vision 

B. Operations, border crossing formalities, including exchange of information 

between operators and authorities. 

Most of the existing documents refer railway operations or their particular aspects, such as 

coding, service instructions or turnover of coaches. 

Table 3  – Documents referring to operations and border crossing of international 

passenger trains in ESCAP countries. 

No. Name of the document 

Year 

of 

issue 

Issuing 

body 

Type of 

document 
Application 

1. 

Convention on the Facilitation of 

Border Crossing Procedures for 

Passengers, Luggage and Load-luggage 

Carried in International Traffic by Rail 

2019 

United 

Nations 

ECE 

Convention International 

2. 
Agreement on Use of Coaches in 

International Traffic (PPW) 
2009 OSJD Agreement International 

2. 

Recommendations on pre-requisites for 

improvement of international rail 

passenger services and international rail 

passenger traffic 

1997 OSJD Leaflet International 

3. 

Service instructions to the Agreement 

on International Railway Passenger 

Traffic by Rail 

1951 

(2019) 
OSJD Instructions International 

4. 
Uniform Coding of International 

Passenger Rail Routes 
2008 

OSJD 

UIC 
Leaflet International 

5. 
Joint Traffic Working Agreement 

between Malaysia - Thailand Railway 

1954 

(1989) 
- Agreement Bilateral 
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Similar to general documents, most the existing documentary framework for operations refer to 

railway operations only. The only exception is an ECE Convention on the Facilitation of Border 

Crossing Procedures for Passengers, Luggage and Load-luggage Carried in International Traffic by 

Rail that member countries can accede to. The list of documents also includes bilateral 

agreements which specify the operations for the parties. The number of such agreements in 

ESCAP region is much less than in Europe. 

C. Station facilities and infrastructure. 

Railway passenger stations are often not considered within the purview of international activities 

of railway operations. They are regulated by national railways through national framework (in 

Europe there is also an example of supra-national regulation in the EU concerning services and 

especially accessibility of station infrastructure to different railway undertakings). All currently 

existing and applicable for the Trans-Asian Railway Network documents have been elaborated 

by the UIC in the form of international railway solutions (IRS), handbooks or leaflets and are 

recommendatory in nature. 

Table 4  – Documents referring to rail passenger stations in ESCAP countries. 

No Name of the document 

Year 

of 

issue 

Issuing 

body 

Type of 

document 
Application 

1. Station quality 2019 UIC 
IRS (in 

progress) 
International   

2. 
Station Security and Station business: a 

handbook on effective solutions 
2017 UIC Handbook International 

3. User Information in Railway Stations 2018 UIC IRS International 

In this regard, non-existence of documents or recommendations on organization of infrastructure 

and operations specifically of border stations should be noted. 

D. Information for passengers. 

Information for passengers travelling with international trains is crucial, as passengers may 

purchase tickets in different countries, even from different operators (railway undertakings) and 

the initial information may be presented in different forms and languages. This issue is acute for 

railway stations, where foreigners not speaking local languages may find themselves in a difficult 

situation. 
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Table 5  – Documents referring to information for passengers in ESCAP countries. 

No Name of the document 

Year 

of 

issue 

Issuing 

body 

Type of 

document 
Application 

1. 
Specification for passenger information 

displayed electronically in trains 
2001 UIC Leaflet International 

2. User Information in Railway Stations 2018 UIC IRS International 

OSJD documents impose the information presented in the railway ticket, but from the 

technical and legal point of view only, while UIC documents are not mandatory from the legal 

point of view but focus more on common solutions for better user experience. 

E. Special services for passengers with reduced mobility. 

Since the United Nations’ Convention on Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 

(CRPD) has been signed by 163 countries or regional integration organizations4, the importance 

of this issue as a part of transport process is obvious, that is why it is considered separately.  Still 

there is no legal instrument covering issues related to rail passenger transport that would be 

suitable for Trans-Asian Railway Network. 

Table 6  – Documents referring to special services for passengers with reduced mobility  

in ESCAP countries. 

No Name of the document 

Year 

of 

issue 

Issuing 

body 

Type of 

document 
Application 

1. 

Recommendations for the organization 

of assistance services for persons with 

reduced mobility5 

2016 UIC Leaflet International 

Once again, unlike the EU, where a dedicated project on international booking of services 

to PRM is on-going, there are no similar issues along Trans-Asian Railway Network, though is 

separate countries, like in the Russian Federation, similar platforms do exist6. 

F. Ticketing. 

Ticketing is probably one of the major issues not covered by the uniform legal framework 

in the ESCAP region. Meanwhile, such practice exists and is being actively developed in the EU 

under MERITS (Multiple East-West Railways Integrated Timetable Storage) and PRIFIS (PRIce and 

 
4 https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities.html 
5 Currently under revision. 
6 https://pass.rzd.ru/disabled/public/en?STRUCTURE_ID=5380 

https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities.html
https://pass.rzd.ru/disabled/public/en?STRUCTURE_ID=5380
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Fare Information Storage) projects of the UIC, which focus on e-ticketing, international train 

timetable and prices databases.  

Table 7  – Documents referring to international rail ticketing in ESCAP countries. 

No Name of the document 

Year 

of 

issue 

Issuing 

body 

Type of 

document 
Application 

1. 
International electronic reservation and 

ticketing 
1996 OSJD Leaflet International 

2. 
Special conditions on international 

carriage 
2007 UIC Leaflet International 

3. 
Open Sales and Distribution Model 

Standard 
2020 UIC IRS EU 

Currently existing international documents, elaborated by OSJD and the UIC, are not 

complimentary (in fact, UIC documents are more relevant for OTIF members). Also, the 

documents do not fully correspond to actual level of technologies and digitalization, do not 

consider e-sales and e-data exchange. 

Yield management7 is being considered in Europe within OSDM (Open Sales and Distribution 

Model) - a new Europe-wide industry standard for ticket sales, reservations, and price 

distribution, a project jointly managed by UIC, railway companies, ticket vendors represented by 

EU Travel Tech and ECTAA (European Travel Agents' and Tour Operators' Association).  

The standard is composed of two parts: online distribution (transport and reservation) and offline 

distribution (transport only). Whereas previously the two distribution standards were separate, 

OSDM enables the sale of both online and offline tickets in the same interface.  

For online distribution the new OSDM standard uses an API (Application Programming Interface), 

which will allow the distribution in real time of international travel tariffs and prices and seat 

reservations among railway companies’ distribution systems and make train tickets available to 

third party vendors around the world. OSDM aims to simplify the booking process for railway 

customers and lower complexity and distribution costs for distributors and railway carriers.  

G. New technologies and digitalization. 

By now, there are no international documents covering such important issues as new technologies and 

digitalization (apart for electronic reservation systems and e-ticketing) for international passenger 

 
7 dynamic pricing system based at demand prediction (linked to season, events, number of trains, etc.). Yield 

management systems allows keeping balance between maximum revenues for operators and affordability of 

services for customers. 
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transportation, including automatic immigration and control procedures, though they exist for 

freight sector. 

The scope of relevant documents could cover such customer-focuses issues as applications for 

customers and Mobility-as-a-service concept planning, digital technologies at stations, including 

immigration and control, technologies in passenger informing at stations and in the trains, also 

for persons with reduced mobilities and other issues.  

A databank of state-of-the-art “green” technologies used at stations8 and in the trains could 

become a useful tool to enhance positions of railways as an environmentally friendly mode of 

transport9.  

H. Security. 

Security measures in trains and at stations are instituted as per national documents. Currently 

different security measures are considered in countries and for railways there is no uniformity, 

as exists for air transportation. This decreases the competitiveness of railway transport. Existing 

international documents on security issues do not impose any changes in existing measures or 

additional actions, but they provide access to best practice and international benchmark, which 

can be used for local decision-making. 

Table 8  – Documents referring to security of passenger trains in ESCAP countries. 

No Name of the document 

Year 

of 

issue 

Issuing 

body 

Type of 

document 
Application 

1. 
Rail High Speed Network Security 

Handbook 
2016 UIC Leaflet International 

2. 

Rules of behavior for passengers and 

visitors at railway stations, platforms 

and trains and in emergency situations 

2014 UIC Leaflet International 

3. 
Security of International passenger 

transport within East-West Corridor 
2014 UIC Leaflet Subregional 

4. 
Station Security and Station business: a 

handbook on effective solutions 
2017 UIC Handbook International 

The COVID-19 pandemic rose the importance of health safety issues, which can also be 

considered as a part of public security measures. International organizations, such as UITP and 

UIC, published recommendations on additional safety and security actions for rail transportation, 

also international, to cope with spread of COVID-19. Further international studies on this issue 

are possible. 

 
8 https://nextstation.org/IMG/pdf/5_-_ppt_-_the_development_of_ecoste_-_yuko_ando.pdf, 

https://www.bahnhof.de/resource/blob/3755494/89f2bcd0da9545146c274d13d0edd349/Brochure-StationGreen--

data.pdf  
9 https://uic.org/IMG/pdf/handbook_iea-uic_2017_web3.pdf  

https://nextstation.org/IMG/pdf/5_-_ppt_-_the_development_of_ecoste_-_yuko_ando.pdf
https://www.bahnhof.de/resource/blob/3755494/89f2bcd0da9545146c274d13d0edd349/Brochure-StationGreen--data.pdf
https://www.bahnhof.de/resource/blob/3755494/89f2bcd0da9545146c274d13d0edd349/Brochure-StationGreen--data.pdf
https://uic.org/IMG/pdf/handbook_iea-uic_2017_web3.pdf
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I. Other issues. 

There are also other international documents on railway transport, mainly applicable for CIS area 

and OSJD members. 

Table 9  – Documents referring to other issues of international rail passenger 

transportation in ESCAP countries. 

No Name of the document 

Year 

of 

issue 

Issuing 

body 

Type of 

document 
Application 

1. 

Agreement on the cooperation of the 

Member States of the Commonwealth 

of Independent States on harmonization 

of taxation systems in railway transport 

2000 CIS Agreement Subregional 

2. 
Agreement on International Passenger 

Tariff (MPT) 
1991 OSJD Agreement International 

These documents are linked with railway competitiveness, as they refer to international tariffs 

and other pricing elements that may result in over- or underpricing of international railway 

services. European practice is rich in types of charging (tariff) systems as a crucial part of 

liberalized railway markets, allowing access of different operators to international services under 

fourth railway package of the EU. This is not yet the case for most countries in ESCAP region, 

but uniform principles and regulatory framework may boost the number and quality of services 

in some countries with high potential of passenger transportation like Southeastern Asia.  
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IV. KEY ISSUES AND ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES TO 

INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER TRANSPORT BY RAIL. 

KEY MESSAGES. 

There is lack of information on procedures concerning international train journeys. The 

availability of information can even be more important than difference in these procedures. 

There are no official visible public resources providing all necessary information on railway routes, 

services, regulations and description of the exact procedures for different intercountry routes. 

But, in contrast to European market, in Asia there are fewer railway booking aggregators for 

international trips. This situation is a number one challenge for efficient operations of 

international passenger trains in Asia. 

Two other challenges are (1) insufficient regional application of existing regulatory framework in 

some aspects (such as accessibility, border crossing and immigration procedures, and ticketing), 

and (2) lack of regulatory framework for other aspects which are important for rail customer: 

passengers’ rights and obligations, the uniform framework for customers.  

International benchmark of other issues shows the availability of good practical cases and pilot 

projects, such as advance informing of foreign passengers on all procedures related to train 

journey, special commercial offers linked to international transportation, accessibility maps, etc. 

 

A. Intercountry trains for a passenger point of view. International railway 

passenger route. 

Unlike railway administrations or operators, passengers do not consider processes, but their 

travel experience, which arises from combination of travel elements. In recent years many railway 

companies, especially in Europe10 and in the Russian Federation, started using a “passenger route” 

approach to consider all issues that might have important for railway users and to structure them 

by steps of a railway journey from planning via station and train experience to feedback after the 

trip. This approach is also suitable for intercountry services. 

 
10 E.g. https://www.globalrailwayreview.com/article/73105/customer-experience-enhance-quality/ 

https://www.globalrailwayreview.com/article/73105/customer-experience-enhance-quality/


Figure 2 – International railway passenger route 

 



The main idea of using this “route” is to find major constraints for further development of 

passenger services from the customer’s point of view and to analyze necessary changes. Within 

specific companies such approach is often combined with regular polls. For example, in Germany 

(Deutsche Bahn AG) and in the Russian Federation (Russian Railways) it was used to define key 

directions of arrangements to raise the positive perception of clients and to promote the 

competitiveness of railways as a mode of passenger transportation. 

B. Key issues and best practice by segments of passenger route. 

The sufficiency of official public resources for passengers is analyzed in the table below. 

International benchmark refers not only to the resources available for railway customers, but 

also to practical documents (handbooks, guidelines and leaflets for railway managers). 

Table 10  – Existing public resources and international benchmark of best practice 

cases by segments of standard international passengers’ route11. 

No Stage Key issues 

Related official 

international 

resources for 

passengers in 

Asia 

International benchmark  

(available international 

tools, best practice cases 

and guidelines for 

passengers and railway 

companies) 

1. Planning 

1.1. Information on 

existing network and 

services 

Separate Internet 

resources of 

railway companies 

(no uniform 

geoinformation 

system is available) 

o www.raileurope.com and 

similar commercial Internet 

resources 

o UIC MERITS (Multiple East-

West Railway Integrated 

Timetable Storage) and PRIFIS 

(PRIce and Fare Information 

Storage  

1.2. Railway 

accessibility, also 

concerning booking 

procedures and 

language 

None12 

o UIC PRM assistance booking 

tool13; 

o UIC Leaflet 14514; 

o European Regulation (EC) 

1371/2007 on rail passengers' 

rights and obligations 

1.3. Ticket prices and 

their affordability 
None 

o OSDM Platform (Open Sales 

and Distribution Model); 

o yield management systems by 

different railway undertakings: 

Abellio, KORAIL, ÖBB, Renfe, 

RZD, SNCF, Thalys, etc. 

1.4. Ticket sales and 

access to reservation 

system, also 

cancellation rules 

None 

o European Regulation (EC) 

1371/2007 on rail passengers' 

rights and obligations; 

o UIC MERITS (Multiple East-

West Railway Integrated 

 
11 A non-exhaustive list 
12 Not considering Internet sites of railway companies  
13 https://uic.org/projects/prm-assistance-booking-tool-398 
14 https://www.shop-etf.com/en/recommendations-for-the-organisation-of-assistance-services-for-persons-with-

reduced-mobility-8868 

http://www.raileurope.com/
https://uic.org/projects/prm-assistance-booking-tool-398
https://www.shop-etf.com/en/recommendations-for-the-organisation-of-assistance-services-for-persons-with-reduced-mobility-8868
https://www.shop-etf.com/en/recommendations-for-the-organisation-of-assistance-services-for-persons-with-reduced-mobility-8868
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No Stage Key issues 

Related official 

international 

resources for 

passengers in 
Asia 

International benchmark  

(available international 

tools, best practice cases 

and guidelines for 

passengers and railway 
companies) 

Timetable Storage) and PRIFIS 

(PRIce and Fare Information 

Storage);  

o Hermes data transfer 

platform15; 

o Automated passenger 

transportation 

management system EXPRESS-

3 (Russian Federation, CIS, 

Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia)16 

2. 

Arrival at 

station of 

departure 

a. Accessibility  See p.1.2. 

b. Inter-modality and 

cooperation with other 

transportation modes 

None 

o UIC, UITP and IATA inter-

modality projects: Door2Door 

and Air+Rail 

o UIC Stations for high-speed 

systems: Toolbox for the 

design and/or renovation of 

major interchanges17. 

3. 
Stay at station 

of departure 

a. Accessibility  

None 

o see p.1.2.; 

o Accessibility map for stations 

(RZD18); 

o Mobile application for 

persons with reduced mobility 

(SNCF, Adif, RZD, etc.) 

b. Control 

procedures 

o UNECE Convention on the 

Facilitation of Border Crossing 

Procedures for Passengers, 

Luggage and Load-luggage 

Carried in International Traffic 

by Rail19 

c. Information 

o UIC IRS 10181 

o Reference information for 

international passengers 

travelling on railway during 

FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 

and FIFA World Cup 2018 

events in the Russian 

Federation 

d. Security 

o Station security and station 

business: handbook on effective 

solutions (UIC leaflet); 

 
15 http://www.hitrail.com/ 
16 https://www.vniizht.ru/index.php?id=319 
17 https://www.shop-etf.com/en/toolbox-for-the-design-and-or-renovation-of-major-interchanges 
18 http://dzvr.ru/passengers/passportaccess/map.php 
19 

https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/conventn/Rail_border_crossing_procedures_for_passengers_2019_e.

pdf 

http://www.hitrail.com/
https://www.vniizht.ru/index.php?id=319
https://www.shop-etf.com/en/toolbox-for-the-design-and-or-renovation-of-major-interchanges
http://dzvr.ru/passengers/passportaccess/map.php
https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/conventn/Rail_border_crossing_procedures_for_passengers_2019_e.pdf
https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/conventn/Rail_border_crossing_procedures_for_passengers_2019_e.pdf
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No Stage Key issues 

Related official 

international 

resources for 

passengers in 
Asia 

International benchmark  

(available international 

tools, best practice cases 

and guidelines for 

passengers and railway 
companies) 

Rules of behavior for 

passengers and visitors at 

railway stations, platforms 

and trains and in emergency 
situations (UIC leaflet) 

e. Station quality o UIC IRS on Station Quality 

f. Special commerce 

linked to intercountry 

traffic 

o Duty-free shops at railway 

stations (RZD20, MTR21) 

4. Boarding  None 

o UNECE Convention on the 

Facilitation of Border Crossing 

Procedures for Passengers, 

Luggage and Load-luggage 

Carried in International Traffic 

by Rail; 

o Reference information for 

international passengers 

travelling on railway during 

FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 

and FIFA World Cup 2018 

events in the Russian 

Federation. 

o UIC Electronic Ticket 

Control Database (ETCD); 

o Pre-boarding control 

procedures at stations 

(Eurostar, Allegro trains) 

5. Train journey 

5.1. Accessibility  

None 

o see p. 1.2 

5.2. Information 

o Specification for passenger 

information displayed 

electronically in trains (UIC 

Leaflet); 

o Reference information for 

international passengers 

travelling on railway during 

FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 

and FIFA World Cup 2018 

events in the Russian 

Federation 

5.3. Security 

o Rail High Speed Network 

Security Handbook (UIC 

Leaflet); 

o Security of International 

passenger transport within 

 
20 https://nextstation.org/IMG/pdf/4_-_ppt_-_the_first_in_europe_duty_free_shop_at_the_railway_station_-

_andrey_martynyuk.pdf 
21 http://www.mtr.com.hk/en/customer/main/hong-kong-west-kowloon-station-shops-offers.html 

https://nextstation.org/IMG/pdf/4_-_ppt_-_the_first_in_europe_duty_free_shop_at_the_railway_station_-_andrey_martynyuk.pdf
https://nextstation.org/IMG/pdf/4_-_ppt_-_the_first_in_europe_duty_free_shop_at_the_railway_station_-_andrey_martynyuk.pdf
http://www.mtr.com.hk/en/customer/main/hong-kong-west-kowloon-station-shops-offers.html
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No Stage Key issues 

Related official 

international 

resources for 

passengers in 
Asia 

International benchmark  

(available international 

tools, best practice cases 

and guidelines for 

passengers and railway 
companies) 

East-West Corridor (UIC 

Leaflet) 

5.4. Services 

o European Regulation (EC) 

1371/2007 on rail passengers' 

rights and obligations; 

o Reference information for 

international passengers 

travelling on railway during 

FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 

and FIFA World Cup 2018 

events in the Russian 

Federation 

6. Border-crossing  None 

o UNECE Convention on the 

Facilitation of Border Crossing 

Procedures for Passengers, 

Luggage and Load-luggage 

Carried in International Traffic 

by Rail 

7. Alighting See p. 4 

8. 
Stay at station 

of arrival 
See p. 3 

9. 

Departure from 

station of 

arrival 

See p. 2 

10. Feedback  None 

o European Regulation (EC) 

1371/2007 on rail passengers' 

rights and obligations; 

o OSJD SMPS 

 

1. Planning. 

Information on existing network and services.  

Lack of information for international journey planning is a common thing for rail passenger 

transport. The widespread exchange of information on ticket reservation and availability, 

European rail market, supported by EU regulations aimed at promotion of sustainable mobility22,  

offers more opportunities for journey planning via either reservation systems of railway 

undertakings, or dedicated integrating websites supporting trip planning and often internal 

reservation and payment modules. In Asia railway information systems are less integrated. But 

such integration requires the following: 

 
22 Also by European Regulation on Passengers’ right and obligation promoting through services of different railway 

undertakings (Chapter II), as well as use of Computerised Information and Reservation System for Rail Transport 

(CIRSRT): https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2007:315:0014:0041:EN:PDF  

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2007:315:0014:0041:EN:PDF
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• accessibility of regularly updated official information on routes, timetables, fares and 

variety of services; 

• information exchange system to assure correctness and consistency of information;  

• availability of information in several languages; 

• integration of reservation systems and e-ticketing (if reservation module is considered). 

Reservation module is a way to make planning systems efficient and economically viable. In such 

case it is possible to boost their development via private companies proposing integration of 

different transportation modes within one trip and ticket sales. These options are already 

available in Asia for air transportation. 

Railway accessibility. 

This issue is a part of a customer’s decision-making process at a planning stage.  In the EU, the 

liability of railway undertakings to assure accessibility for disabled persons and persons with 

reduced mobility (PRM), also at reservation phase, is defined in Chapter V of European Regulation 

(EC) 1371/2007 on rail passengers' rights and obligations. By now in Asia no uniform framework 

is available for PRM, and that is a disadvantage for international rail traffic in comparison to 

airlines. Two UIC products propose solutions for higher accessibility of rail services to PRM.  

UIC Leaflet 145 dated November 2015 and now being revised, proposes recommendations for 

the organization of assistance services for persons with reduced mobility, including pre-journey 

(planning phase).  These recommendations are suitable for global use and can be applied in Asian 

countries, considering the state-of-the art technical and digital opportunities that might not yet 

be mentioned in the document of 2015. 

UIC PRM assistance tool is a web-based application for intra-European use that helps to structure 

and facilitate the booking of assistance services for passengers with reduced mobility (PRM) for 

international journeys. The elaboration of this application started in 2010, but by 2020 it is still 

not applied outside Europe. In CIS countries booking of assistance services is carried out manually 

and there is no automated transfer of information among railway companies of different 

countries. UIC PRM Assistance tool can be used as a basis for solution for the region, but it 

should be coped with relevant regulation which is now missing.  

Another important issue is accessibility for foreign users. Most websites of railway companies 

have translation in at least English or most frequently used other foreign languages, but railway 

tickets are still often presented in one local language only. Considering the variety of languages 

in Asia, this is an important area where railway companies can learn from aviation and push for 

updating ticketing systems. 
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Ticket prices and affordability.  

As it was previously noticed, ticket pricing is one of the major issues for international train 

journeys in Asia. There are few factors defining the gap between prices on international trains 

and local segments: 

• use of different tariff system for inter-country routes (i.e., OSJD international tariffs); 

• lower diversity of ticket sales channels for international trips; 

• absence of yield management approach for inter-country routes. 

Starting from the last point, there are no guidelines on yield management systems, though it is 

widely recommended for high-speed services23. But such systems are implemented for national 

passenger services in many countries in Europe and Asia, especially for intercity services. 

Diversity of sales channels24 can be increased by providing access to timetables to (1) other 

railway companies working or not working on the same routes, and to (2) commercial entities 

and distributors.  

The first option has been realized in Europe via UIC’s MERITS tool. The purpose of the Multiple 

European Railway Integrated Timetable Storage is to move away from multilateral information 

exchanges towards provision of information to and from a single address and in a single format. 

Each participating Railway Undertaking (RU) is at the same time a Data User and Provider (DSU). 

Each DSU can collect other DSU data from one central address. MERITS is a system designed to 

exchange timetable data in a unique format of United Nations Rules for Electronic Data 

Interchange for Administration, Trade and Transport, EDIFACT, as well as in other formats such 

as GTFS (General Transit Feed Specification)25. The data received are quality checked, integrated 

into the existing data and stored into a database. The integration process allows an exact 

reconstitution of cross border trains timetables through the integration of national itineraries, 

except for those services managed in their entirety by a single RU (e.g., EUROSTAR, THALYS). 

The control process is concerned with train running times, the associations of trains into services, 

etc.  MERITS also integrates data from Belarus, the Russian Federation and Turkey.  

Another part of the system is PRIFIS (PRIce and Fare Information Storage), the key goal of which 

is having common databases containing prices and national railway tariffs for the railway members 

with possible partial sales of such information to ticket distributors. Such systems allow trip 

planning, reservations, and sales in countries other than origin, and by companies other than local 

railway undertakings. This data can also be sold for further distribution by commercial entities, 

as it is done in Europe since 2019. Diversification of such channels has an indirect impact on 

ticket prices, whereas optimization of information exchange services can have a direct impact on 

 
23 See, for example, “High-speed rail” by Michel Leboeuf ISBN-10 : 2749134552, ISBN-13 : 978-2749134550 

24 diversification of ticket sales from rail operators to other entities, also non-rail like travel agencies and third 

parties. 
25 https://gtfs.org/ 
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the costs for the operators. Since 2021 PRIFIS will be substituted by OSDM (Open Sales and 

Distribution Model) Platform. 

Setting up tariffs and prices affordable for passengers, but profitable for railway companies is a 

usual activity for domestic routes or for international routes in Europe with shorter distances 

and higher frequencies of trips, but this does not yet seem to be the same for inter-country 

services in Asia. The recommendable option here is mathematical modelling. 

Figure 3 – Example of tariff – passenger turnover – revenues dependency modelling. 

Source: IEC, modelled with TMF® software for Moscow – Kazan high-speed railway, figures changed to nominal. 

 

Modelling is also a baseline for yield management and linked marketing tools. 

Ticket sales, reservations and cancellations. 

Some international solutions for this issue are covered in the previous section within description 

of UIC MERITS / PRIFIS tools. In addition to regulation, practical application for seamless data 

exchange is required to assure sales and reservation process. Since 1990 such application in 

Europe is provided by Hit Rail B.V., a private company owned by 12 European railway companies. 

HIT Rail supports the European Railway’s International and partner-to-partner IP-based 

messaging. The Hermes VPN (Virtual Private Network) is a framework for collaborating railways 

around key services, concerning interoperable international applications in the railway sector, 

cost reduction and complying with EU Regulations on Technical Specifications for Interoperability 

(TSI). The Hermes VPN, as well as PRIFIS, will shortly be substituted by OSDM Platform. 
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Another product of HIT Rail is HEROES (HERmes Open Services) that acts as middleware 

between the partners and translates the UIC 918-1 messages from bit-oriented version to XML 

(Extensible Markup Language) and back. It is integrated into Rail Net Europe (a network of rail 

infrastructure), allows automated path request from infrastructure and automated sending of 

updated documents to subscribers (partners). HERMES and HEROES cover both interactions 

between railway undertakings and between railway undertakings and infrastructure managers. 

Outside European area there are different systems offering similar services and being compatible 

with HERMES (soon substituted by OSDM), such as automated passenger transportation 

management system EXPRESS-3 developed in Russian Federation and useable in CIS countries 

also being part of the Trans-Asian Railway Network, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia (see Annex 1). 

These systems are not directly visible to customers, but their application results in better quality 

of services, overall perception and consideration of railway transportation for international trips. 

Vice versa, cancellation policy and customers’ awareness on this issue is noticeable. OSJD 

documents used by many of Trans-Asian Railway Network’s members have relevant solutions, 

but these documents do not belong to “passengers’ world”. EU documentation on passengers’ 

rights is visible to customers, so it is highly recommendable for Asian countries either to propose joint 

solutions on this topic, or to make visible and customer-focused documents in each country, also 

considering inter-country regulative compatibility and accessibility of information for foreign users. 

2. Arrival at station of departure / departing from station of arrival, stay at 

station of departure / arrival, boarding and alighting. 

Main customers’ questions concerning their arrival at station of departure for an international 

journey are: when (what time prior to departure) should they arrive? how can they arrive at a 

station (or depart from a station)?  is a station accessible for persons with reduced mobility? 

The answers depend on obligatory procedures for international passengers; station design; 

intermodal connections; and station accessibility. In its turn, obligatory procedures for 

international passengers depend mainly on registration and boarding procedures, including 

railway ticket control, non-rail immigration and customs control procedures, security control at 

stations and in the boarding area.  

Registration and boarding procedures. 

Registration and boarding procedures are determined by the level of digitalization and, more 

precisely, electronic ticketing (e-ticketing). Electronic ticket with passenger name record (PNR), 

which is, unlike in Europe, already usual for international trains in Asia, allows airport-like type 

of registration and boarding procedures.  A passenger can check-in online, have a boarding pass 

checked by staff or automatically (gates) at the station of departure in a special check-in area and 

then proceed to the coach without any further procedures. Such system allows: 

• better passenger flows management thanks to split of arriving and departing passengers; 
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• organization of special “clean” areas for checked-in passengers which can be 

complemented by rail immigration and customs control procedures and special commercial (duty 

free) premises; 

• increase of security and safety level in the boarding areas; 

• automatic calculation of travelling passengers and transfer of information to other 

stations, as well as to control authorities; 

• increase in punctuality of departures. 

Electronic check-in changes the technology of boarding procedures for railway companies, as well 

as for authorities (security control, customs control, immigration control, etc.). It often requires 

relocation of staff and, as an efficient alternative, use of automatic procedures. Simultaneously it 

can result in changing rules for customers.  

In many European countries such procedures are applied for national trains as well, mainly for 

high-speed train services. A prominent example for domestic traffic is Spain (Adif as an 

infrastructure manager, Renfe as carrier) with special boarding areas for high-speed trains with 

security equipment for luggage check at entrance, special service area with commercial premises 

and free services for passengers only (toilets), check-in desks at entrance to the platforms.  

For international traffic similar examples can be found in many countries served by Eurostar or 

Thalys. In case of Thalys no immigration or customs control procedures apply, as all served 

countries are within the EU. But for Eurostar the technology is designed in a specific way. Check-

in usually opens between 1-1.5 hours before departure and closes strictly 30 minutes prior to 

departure. After check-in passengers proceed to customs and immigration formalities.  

For most of European trains access to the train is no longer guaranteed 2-5 minutes before 

departure (the exact time depends on the specific service). That contributes to punctuality and 

safety of services and allows last-minute sales at stations other than the station of origin. 

E-ticketing allows significant changes in check-in and boarding technologies for international 

(and national trains) resulting in better punctuality, security and safety of services. For long-

distance and especially overnight trains early arrival at station can be relatively easily considered 

by customers. But for day trains, especially high-speed services, overall time of a door-to-door 

journey is a measure of competitiveness. In such cases need for early arrival at a station is not 

preferable. In such cases, any changes in check-in and boarding technologies requiring more 

time to be spent at the station require analysis via customer surveys and modelling of 

passengers’ behavioral pattern. 

The most recent development (2020) based on e-ticketing technology and proposed by the UIC 

and HIT Rail B.V. is an electronic ticket control database (ETCD). The database allows online 

exchange of ticket control information between ticket issuers and passenger carriers. These 

exchanges increase ticket security, prevent fraud and reinforce electronic ticketing capabilities. A 
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common specification IRS 90918-4 for the exchange of ticket control data between ticket issuers 

and rail carriers controlling the passenger tickets is also agreed by the experts and will soon be 

available for the stakeholders. 

ETCD supposes introduction of Barcodes for international travel containing all information on 

the journey. UIC also supports Public Key Management Website - a site where rail companies 

can store their public keys that are used by ATMs (Automated teller machines), controllers, 

Smartphone applications, in order to read and validate the barcode tickets26.  

Control procedures. 

Non-rail control procedures, such as immigration and customs formalities, differ according to 

peculiarities of the route (with stops / non-stop, etc.) and  bilateral agreements. In case of non-

stop journeys all formalities can be completed at the station of departure, like it is done for 

Eurostar’s services. In case there are interim stops, control formalities can be carried out either 

at each station, or in the train, or at the border, and the choice depends on bilateral agreements. 

Organization of non-rail control procedures, as well as electronic check-in, results in changes in 

station and rail technology of work, staff involvement and station design. Currently there is no 

uniformity on the organization of control procedures for international trains. That causes 

inconveniences for customers and is especially important for night trains, where control 

procedures, if carried out at the border stations, result in inconveniences for passengers. 

UNECE Convention on the Facilitation of Border Crossing Procedures for Passengers, Luggage 

and Load-luggage Carried in International Traffic by Rail calls for raising the rail competitiveness 

by organizing control procedures in the most comfortable and suitable way. The document 

describes a variety of options that can be fixed via bilateral agreements. It is recommended for 

the members of the Trans-Asian Railway Network to consider internal ratification procedures of 

the Convention and further bilateral actions for existing inter-country railway services. 

Security control at stations is one of the issues with maximal variety of implementation 

alternatives. Normally security measures are imposed by national authorities, so they differ from 

country to country. Unlike airport security procedures, there is no uniformity for railways. Apart 

from non-uniformity, another important issue is perception of security by customers and its 

influence on rail competitiveness.   

A recent UIC handbook “Station security and station business: handbook on effective solutions” 

proposes a variety of actions to be taken by station managers to assure security measures 

imposed by national authorities on the one hand, and not to affect station business and perception 

of customers on the other hand. The handbook proposes an overview of existing tools, strategies 

and combinations for different types of stations, and checklists for station managers, which were, 

 
26 https://uic.org/com/enews/nr/425/article/17-website-kwp?page=modal_enews 
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among other, used to prepare stations to global sportive events. The document has a global 

applicability, but it was not specially dedicated to stations serving international trains. 

Station design, intermodality and accessibility.  

There are a lot of public and private studies on station layouts, as well as many architectural and 

functional proposals coming from design companies, but no dedicated international documents.  

One of those is UIC’s “Stations for high speed systems: Toolbox for the design and/or renovation 

of major interchanges” dated 2011. Though it is useable, it does not consider most state-of-the-

art technologies and requires updating. It does not specifically consider stations with international 

services and relevant layout of customs offices or other specific facilities.  

Station design and intermodality are rather practical issues that consider, among other, cultural 

and societal peculiarities. There are vast opportunities for learning from aviation and particularly 

airports. Growing cooperation of railways and airlines, also at the level on international 

organizations (UIC, IATA), and development of code-sharing programmes is currently observed. 

That may result in increasing uniformity of railway and airport procedures for international 

passengers. 

Station accessibility normally goes in line with overall accessibility of railway services. International 

practice has a lot of examples of useful tools, such as accessibility maps of stations and mobile 

navigation in stations for persons with reduced mobility. It is recommended to TARN member 

countries to encourage the development and use of such tools, as well as to enhance their 

visibility to customers. 

Station quality. Quality assessment and control are usually considered as internal activities of 

railway companies. But in case of international services quality assessment criteria should fit the 

requirements of international customers. A UIC document under conversion to IRS “Station 

quality” (2019) presents a list of internationally used tools to assess quality, and also refers to 

quality of services to foreign users. 

Passenger information at station.  

Passenger information at station of any kind (announcements, signage) differs from country to 

country and is not subject to international regulations. But there are guidelines and international 

railway solutions.  A recent one is UIC IRS 10181 “User Information in Railway Stations” (2018) 

providing solutions and best practice overview on information for passengers at railway stations 

with global objective to be uniform, well understood and perceived by international customers. 

Best practice of passenger informing is often linked to transportation services during international 

sportive or festive events, when special passenger services are organized for those customers 

that are neither local, nor common users of such services. These services are not necessarily 

intercountry, but they are alike by segment of users (foreigners). 
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The most prominent examples are the Olympics and FIFA World Cups held in different countries. 

For these special events many additional information resources are elaborated and promoted 

among users. 

A recent сase is a reference information for international passengers travelling on railways during 

the FIFA Confederations Cup 2017 and FIFA World Cup 2018 Events in the Russian Federation 

(see Annex 2).  This information had been prepared by Russian Railways and the 2018 FIFA 

World Cup Transportation Directorate and distributed via official consular Internet sites of the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation for the period of the events27.  

Similar information is often necessary for users of international services regardless mass events 

and such practice could be widespread in Asia with involvement of different authorities to explain 

usual control and other procedures.  

Additional services and dedicated commerce for international passengers.  

Not being subject to international regulations, commercial activities still contribute to 

effectiveness, and moreover, to economic efficiency of intercountry services. They are strongly 

linked with existing immigration and other control procedures. In case all immigration procedures 

are organized at a station of departure and the station layout allows for a clean area for checked 

in passengers before boarding, the commerce can be airport like and, if allowed by national 

registration, include duty-free shops. Such cases exist in the United Kingdom, in the Russian 

Federation and in Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of China. 

3. Train journey and border crossing 

Train journey and border crossing process are the core issues of international rail service, but 

they seem to be least covered by benchmarks, guidelines and solutions. There are only dedicated 

solutions regarding onboard information and security. 

An ECE Convention on the Facilitation of Border Crossing Procedures for Passengers, Luggage 

and Load-luggage Carried in International Traffic by Rail is the only documents that refers to 

border crossing procedures. A benchmarking on most efficient solutions and a survey on users’ 

problems, expectations and needs followed guidelines or handbook by may be recommended for 

TARN member countries. 

4.  Feedback 

An Annex to OSJD SMPS imposes the rules for settling claims concerning the carriage of 

passengers, passengers' luggage and load luggage in international passenger traffic. Meanwhile, 

claims do not cover all possible types of feedback. Currently feedback from clients is considered 

 
27 Example in China: http://www.russia.org.cn/wp-

content/uploads/2016/06/RZD_information_for_FIFA_World_Cup-2018_passengers.pdf 

http://www.russia.org.cn/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/RZD_information_for_FIFA_World_Cup-2018_passengers.pdf
http://www.russia.org.cn/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/RZD_information_for_FIFA_World_Cup-2018_passengers.pdf
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as a necessary part of quality cycle (for example, Deming cycle: plan – do – check – act, where 

feedback is within the part “check”). UIC document on station quality proposes a benchmark of 

tools used for getting feedback from customers. This list can be enlarged by companies and is 

recommended for practical implementation. 

 

C. Major challenges 

The following challenges regarding intercountry rail passenger services are to be considered. 

1. Lack of official information resources (visibility) for railway users.  

Low level of awareness of passengers on existing services and their providers is a common 

problem of rail passenger transportation in Europe and Asia.  Unlike choice of hotels or airplane 

tickets, there is no official aggregating internet sites for passenger services along the Trans-Asian 

Railway Network. Neither is there an easy-to-use geographical information system with routes, 

stations and description of services, as well as price range. 

2. Insufficient application of existing international documents and projects. 

There are many guidelines and leaflets, like those referring to information for passengers, stations 

security, etc., already considering practice of Asian countries and partly used by some railway 

administrations in the region. But three subjects have the highest importance for international 

traffic, as their harmonization in different countries defines the usability of railway services: 

1) accessibility 

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities refers to personal 

mobility, which is normally assured by railway companies. But the information on general 

accessibility of international railway services is currently missing. There is no uniform database 

(or geographical information system) on accessibility of international routes and stations for 

persons in low mobility situation, including accessibility for foreigners. 

2) border crossing and immigration procedures 

Border crossing and all related control procedures also define the comfort and, thus, the 

competitiveness of railway transport. Until 2019 there was no uniform international legal 

framework, but now the UNECE Convention on the Facilitation of Border Crossing Procedures 

for Passengers, Luggage and Load-luggage Carried in International Traffic by Rail can be ratified 

by all TARN member countries.  

Together with further bilateral actions of railway administrations, customs and other authorities, 

as well as with advance informing of passengers on existing procedures, this can significantly 

increase user comfort. In Asia this subject is more important and more complicated, than, for 

example, in the EU with no internal border crossings, but it can be boosted by subregional 

associations, such as EAEU and ASEAN. 
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3) ticketing, e-ticketing, reservation and sales 

Ticketing issue can decrease the ridership in case it is not well or conveniently organized. This is 

especially true for international trains, where ticketing requires at least bilateral, but most often, 

multilateral agreements. The number of sales channels and their convenience, as well as 

associated actions, such as yield management, automation, attribution of passenger name record 

(PNR) and ticket change or return, refund, etc. contribute to the attractiveness of railway 

services. E-ticketing is a specific issue that can drastically improve the users’ experience.  

In addition to existing legal framework, in Asia there is an example of international applicated 

solution: automated passenger transportation management system EXPRESS-3 developed by 

VNIIZhT28 (Railway Research Institute) in the Russian Federation and, among other, used for 

international passenger transportation management, reservation and sales in ten countries (CIS, 

Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia). The system has got four main analytical blocks: reservation and sales 

management, including yield management and service optimizing solutions; routes and rolling 

stock optimization for railway operators; infrastructure capacity optimization for infrastructure 

managers; provision of information on traffic and other changes to customers (see Annex 1). 

Currently EXPRESS-3 is linked to European Hermes system, as well as to national reservation 

systems (e.g., in Finland) and the opportunities of further system extension in Asia can be studied. 

3. Lack of international documents in Asia. 

From the passengers’ point of view the key lacking document for TARN is a uniform 

regulation on rail passengers' rights and obligations followed by related derivatives and public 

leaflets. Despite the existence of relevant documents for railway administrations, such as SMPS, 

customers are usually not informed about them.  

  

 
28 http://vniizht.com/main-page/ 

http://vniizht.com/main-page/
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS TO STRENGTHEN OPERATIONS OF 

INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER TRAINS ALONG THE TRANS-

ASIAN NETWORK. 

Based on the analysis of the current state of railway transport in ESCAP region as discussed in 

the previous chapters following recommendations are provided to further strengthen 

international passenger railway transport in the region.  

To ensure restoration and enhancement of international rail passenger operations the following 

three-steps are recommended: (1) vision and planning– (2) legal and documentary frameworks – 

(3) visibility enhancement and interactive solutions. 

1. Develop a common strategic vision for international railway passenger 

transport along Trans-Asian Railway Network 

A common vision for international passenger transport including key interests and areas of 

activities, as well as possible joint actions and detailed recommendations for the rail sector 

regarding international passenger services along TARN needs to be developed.  

The common vision for international railway passenger transport along TARN needs to follow 

with key strategic thrust areas that could focus on (a) multi-agency activities to ensure 

multimodality, (b) shift to rail to ensure higher sustainability and environmental safety, (c) post-

pandemic peculiarities and links to tourism and international mobility recovery, can consider 

following issues: 

• development of international passenger links as a part of regional connectivity in ESCAP 

countries 

• promotion of seamless international journeys 

• improvement and promotion of international rail-based intermodal services 

• coordination of actions/initiatives among different international organizations 

(coordination of visions and strategies regarding passenger services) 

• promotion of e-ticketing, electronic interoperability and use of digital technologies 

• promotion of rail passenger services, harmonization of tariffs and their affordability 

• development of touristic services and products in ESCAP region focusing on sustainable 

and accessible rail tourism with comfortable connections to other transport modes and services. 

The strategic vision document can be prepared by ESCAP secretariat and adopted by TARN 

members, for use by international rail and transport organizations present in the region. It could 

be basis for all further activities and setting up of priorities in this area. 
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2. Elaborate and/or apply legal and documentary framework. 

Missing documents and insufficient application of existing ones are an important constraint for 

efficient inter-country rail links and could slow progress on actions defined within a common 

vision for international railway passenger transport development along Trans-Asian Railway 

Network. In this regard two areas of work are recommended: 

2.1 Promotion of further application of existing international documents, bi- 

and multilateral agreements on border crossing and immigration procedures – as a 

legal basis: 

• ratification of ECE Convention on the Facilitation of Border Crossing Procedures for 

Passengers, Luggage and Load-luggage Carried in International Traffic by Rail by ESCAP members 

• elaboration of bilateral and subregional agreement on facilitation of border crossing 

immigration and control procedures (upon necessity) 

• increase in accessibility of services and promotion of awareness of all customers, 

including foreigners and persons with reduced mobility on the accessibility of services. 

2.2 Elaboration of missing documents and solutions – for officials and railway 

users: 

• uniform regulation on rail passengers' rights and obligations 

• regulation on use of digital technologies, also for immigration and border crossing 

procedures 

• promotion of pilot technological and digital projects aimed at widespread 

implementation of best practice solutions, first for key challenging areas of activities (accessibility, 

border crossing, ticketing and reservation, yield management).  

3. Create an online information portal on international passenger trains in Asia  

Online information portal for use both by railway and non-railway authorities, infrastructure 

managers, railway undertakings, and railway users (with separate access) on passenger railway 

transport in ESCAP region is a tool to: 

• promote visibility of railway transport and further shift to rail of passenger 

transportation in Asian countries 

• present reference information for both officials and railway users 

• restore and enhance post-pandemic tourist and business transport links via higher 

awareness of users. 

The portal may be based on the application of the following tools: 

• an interactive geoinformation system (GIS) on intercountry rail passenger services along 

Trans-Asian Railway Network with all relevant information and multimodal trip planner 

• a databank of legal, official and useful information – classified by types of users 
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• an inventory of efficient solutions and applied technologies for ESCAP countries that can 

facilitate international travel by rail. 

These tools may be used in a different way by (a) national railway and transport officials, and (b) 

public users. 

a) For national railway and transport officials: 

• GIS with full information on segments, nodes (stations), tariffs and other parameters – 

to be jointly defined and developed 

• existing regulatory documents of different levels and applicability 

• databank of efficient railway passenger solutions classified by topics as presented in this 

study or as jointly defined 

• live or regular news from rail and non-rail authorities, including traffic changes, tests of 

new technologies and digital solutions 

• analytical reports and reference information for official use, including minutes and 

resolutions of joint meetings and event. 

 

b) For railway users: 

• route planner, also multimodal 

• detailed description of services by routes (classes, price, periodicity, etc.) 

• information on accessibility for persons with reduced mobility, persons with special 

needs and foreign passengers 

• information on emissions and sustainability 

• links to official internet sites of railway undertakings / operators of services 

• links to official internet sites of immigration and customs authorities, health control 

• news from rail and transport authorities (traffic and procedural changes, suspended 

and new services and opportunities). 

 

4. Additional steps to recover rail passenger transport from the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

Policy recommendations considering the challenges and opportunities of international transport 

by railways arising from COVID-19 pandemic at the recovery phase. 

1) Prioritize synchronous actions regarding international services for countries with 

direct train links. 

2) Elaborate and promote joint solutions on users’ awareness on existing suspended and 

changed intercountry services, as well as on new rules arising from health safety measures. 

3) Regular informing on border crossing restrictions for passenger trains along TARN. 

4) Benchmark of health risks mitigating measures within ESCAP information bank, 

especially on non-barrier measures. 
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5) Elaborate intercountry mobility forecast till 2030 in TARN member countries as a basis 

for other national and international strategies. 

6) Carry out a joint study of opportunities to shift traffic to railways, including possible 

review of routes and services as a part of COVID-19 recovery phase. 

7) Carry out a joint study of opportunities to enhance accessible and sustainable 

international transport links in Asia including intermodal travel services with high level of comfort 

and accessibility for foreign users 

8) Carry out a joint study of technical and digital services to promote accessibility and 

intermodally for international transport users in Asia 
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ANNEX 1. Automated Passenger Traffic Management System EXPRESS-3. 

Automated Passenger Traffic Management Systems EXPRESS-3, currently under 

development by VNIIZhT (Russian Federation) to a new generation – Express International – 

allows automated management of reservations and ticketing for long-distance trains. The system 

provides links to European reservation systems. 

Key functions: 

o ticketing for national and international connections; 

o issue of documents for baggage carriage and post delivery; 

o provision of information for passengers; 

o rolling stock management, including repair and maintenance, within a dedicated 

subsystem; 

o control of foreign rolling stock within the country limits and control of national rolling 

stock abroad; 

o financial and statistical accounting and mutual settlements for all types of rail 

passenger services; 

o performance analysis, demand forecast; 

o support of automated boarding control systems for long-distance trains; 

o ticket sales via different sales (ticket offices of railway undertaking, ticket officed of 

sales agents, self-service terminals, Internet sales,etc.) 

o support of yield management and loyalty programmes. 

EXPRESS-3 allows displaying all information on passenger transportation and changes in 

passenger flows, real-time occupancy rate and nodes with available additional rolling stock. It also 

shows the profitability of a specific train. Put together with demand watch, it forms a basis for 

yield management system. The system works both with Cyrillic and Latin scripts. 

 

Figure A.1 – Simplified structure of EXPRESS-3 system. 

Source: http://www.eav.ru/publimg.php?imgname=2017-05_096 
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Figure A.2 – Current parameters of EXPRESS-3 system (as of June 2020). 

 

Source: VNIIZhT 
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ANNEX 2. Reference information for international passengers travelling on railways 

during FIFA World Cup 2018 events in the Russia Federation. 
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1. INFORMATION ON THE RULES OF CONDUCT ON RAILWAYS IN 

RUSSIA. 

Basic security requirements and restrictions  

Transport facilities are an area of high risk and have special requirements on security 

provision. 

Due to this reason all individuals must follow the rules of security control, comply with 

the demands of station, security and transport police employees. 

Prohibited actions at transport facilities: 

▪ to bring in prohibited items and materials (listed in Appendix 1)  ; 

▪ to impede the work of security equipment; 

▪ to spread false information on threatening events or actions; 

▪ to use pyrotechnic articles. 

Prohibited actions on platforms and on tracks: 

▪ to run on a platform; 

▪ to organise active games; 

▪ to carry without special package or cover items that could hurt other persons; 

▪ to walk on tracks and to leave items on them. 

Prohibited actions in trains: 

▪ to approach a train before it comes to a complete stop; 

▪ to board / alight when the train is moving; 

▪ to lean out of windows and antechamber doors of cars; 

▪ to travel in the unsuitable parts of the train. 

It is prohibited to travel on railways or be at railway facilities in the state of alcoholic, 

drug or toxic inebriation. 

Smoking is prohibited in railway terminals and in trains.  

In case of violation of these requirements passengers may be denied transportation 

services.  

Persons violating the rules shall be subject to the amenability according to the legislation 

of the Russian Federation. 
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Boarding procedure and documents check for long-distance trains, ticket acquisition for special 

additional trains for the football spectators 

▪ Passengers are required to board to the exact coaches specified in their tickets. 

▪ Passenger must present to the attendants the ticket and the identification document 

that has been used at ticket issue. 

▪ After the boarding has been completed additional control of tickets is possible. 

▪ Passengers must present the following documents in order to board special free of 

charge trains for football spectators organised between cities hosting FIFA World Cup 2018  : 

▪ ticket for the football match; 

▪ identification document (ID); 

▪ personalized spectator’s card (FAN ID) 

▪ it is recommended to have a printed boarding pass. 

▪ To issue a ticket for the special train a spectator should register at 

www.tickets.transport2018.com. The registration at www.tickets.transport2018.com  requires 

following information: 

▪ number of  request or FAN ID number; 

▪ personal data (last name, first names, patronymic name (if applicable), date of birth, 

sex, citizenship, type, series (if applicable) and number of ID); 

▪ e-mail address; 

▪ mobile phone number.  

▪ After the registration at www.tickets.transport2018.com a spectator should: 

▪ fill in the ticket data (number of ticket for the football match, date and time of the 

match, hosting city of the match);  

▪ choose the route of additional train and places in the car that will be automatically 

proposed according to the filled in football ticket data.  

▪ After the choice of the route and places a spectator will receive on the indicated e-

mail address and mobile phone number a booking confirmation with all necessary information 

(place and time of departure / arrival of the train, train number and number of places in the train, 

list of documents to be presented at boarding). 

In order to ensure a comfortable passing of the security control passengers are advised to 

arrive at stations not less than 30 minutes before departure time. 

Official regulation documents for further information 

▪ Federal Law of the Russian Federation №16-FZ as of February 9th, 2007 “On 

Transport Security”. 

▪ Federal Law as of February 23rd, 2013 №15-FZ “On protection of citizens’ health 

from effects of surrounding tobacco smoke and consequences of tobacco consumption”.   

▪ Federal Law as of June 7th, 2013 №108-FZ “On preparation and conduction in the 

Russian Federation of the FIFA 2018 World Cup and the FIFA 2017 Confederations Cup, as well 

as on amending separate legislative acts of the Russian Federation”. 

▪ Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation as of November 15th, 2014 

№1208. 

▪ Order of the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation as of February 8th, 2007 

№18 “On ratification of rules citizens’ presence and location of objects in areas of high security 

risk, conduction of works in these areas, drive through and crossing of railway lines”. 

http://www.tickets.transport2018.com/
http://www.tickets.transport2018.com/
http://www.tickets.transport2018.com/
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▪ Order of the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation as of December 28th, 

2016 №421 “On ratification of Procedures for provision of  

free-of-charge travel in additional trains (including periods for provision of  

free-of-charge travel, terms of provision of  

free-of-charge travel and access to transport facilities, mechanism for accounting number of 

travels, requirements for transport servicing of spectators of sporting contests.)” 

2. RESTRICTED ITEMS AND MATERIALS. 

Items and materials prohibited to be brought into facilities of JSC Russian Railways 

▪ Firearms and ammunition, gun cartridges. 

▪ Items identical in design with firearms and items which may be used as weapons (brass 

knuckles, knives with blade longer than 6 cm). 

▪ Explosives, their components and pyrotechnic articles. 

▪ Radioactive materials. 

▪ Items and materials containing dangerous chemical agents. 

▪ Items and materials containing dangerous biological agents. 

All Items and materials are listed in Appendix 1. 

Official regulation documents for further information 

▪ Federal Law of the Russian Federation №16-FZ as of February 9th, 2007 “On 

Transport Security”. 

▪ Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation as of November 15th, 2014 

№1208 “On ratification of requirements for ensuring transport safety and security of individuals, 

who are present at transport infrastructure facilities or transport vehicles, by modes of 

transport”. 

▪ Order of the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation as of July 23rd, 2015 

№227 “On ratification of rules of conducting vetting procedures, additional vetting, repeat vetting 

in the interests of ensuring transport safety”. 

▪ Administrative Offences Code of the Russian Federation. 

▪ The Criminal Code of the Russian Federation. 

 

3. CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL ON RUSSIAN RAILWAYS FACILITES 

▪ It is prohibited to be at railway facilities (station, platforms, trains) in the state of 

alcoholic or other inebriation. 

▪ Consumption of alcohol in trains (excl. train restaurants) including special additional 

trains for FIFA events is prohibited.  

▪ No alcohol will be available for sale at stations during FIFA events period in Russia. 
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4. ENTRANCE SECURITY CONTROL: GENERAL PROCEDURAL ORDER 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PASSENGERS. 

General order of entrance security control, inspection of visitors, their hand-luggage and baggage   

▪ All passengers, visitors and persons working at stations must comply with security 

control procedures at entrance to the station and present hand-luggage and baggage for 

inspection. 

The procedure of entrance security control at Russian railway stations is similar to security 

inspection at the airports. 

▪ Security control at entrances to the stations is carried out with use of stationary 

metal detectors (security gates) and manual metal detectors.  

▪ Security inspection of luggage is carried out with use of X-Ray machines. 

▪ Passenger or visitor should place the hand-luggage and the baggage on the belt of X-

Ray machine. There are trays for small and valuable objects. 

▪ Passenger or visitor must answer all additional questions of station, security and 

police staff.  

▪ In case a passenger or a visitor is suspected of having prohibited items or materials 

they will be invited for additional control, inspection or interview. 

▪ To ensure comfortable passing of security control, passengers are advised to 

arrive at stations not less than 30 minutes before departure time. 

Passenger’s refusal to undergo security control procedures will result in a unilateral cancellation 

of the transportation agreement.  

Procedures of security control for persons with pacemakers  

▪ Persons with pacemakers should not go through stationary metal detectors 

(security gates). 

▪ The passage bypassing the security gates will be shown by station staff on demand. 

▪ Security control of persons with pacemakers is carried out with manual metal 

detectors.  

Persons with pacemakers should ask the station staff about the exact procedures of security 

control at the specified station.  

It is strongly recommended to have supporting medical documents to be presented to 

station staff. 

Procedures of security control for persons with baby carriages and wheelchairs  

▪ In order to pass the security control with baby carriages one should: put the contents 

of carriage pockets on the belt of X-Ray machine, fold the foldable carriage (for strollers) and 

put it on the belt as well, present a non-foldable for manual inspection at the direction of station 

staff. 

▪ Passengers and visitors on wheelchairs do not pass through security gates. They 

should follow a bypassing way as directed by the station staff. Security control is carried out in a 

manual way. 
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Passengers on wheelchairs and passengers with other kind of reduced mobility are 

recommended to use the services of the RZD Center for the Promotion of Mobility  

Official regulation documents for further information 

▪ Federal Law of the Russian Federation №16-FZ as of February 9th, 2007 “On 

Transport Security”. 

▪ Order of the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation as of July 23rd, 2015 

№227 “On ratification of rules of conducting vetting procedures, additional vetting, repeat vetting 

in the interests of ensuring transport safety”. 

▪  

5. USEFUL INFORMATION AT STATIONS.  

Who are the contact persons at stations? 

▪ For all questions you may contact information desks or duty assistants of station 

chief (their location at stations is indicated by related signs). 

▪ Front-line station staff wear uniform bright green vests with RZD logo . 

▪ Reference information on the use of railway services, and security control is located 

at stationary information stands. 

▪ For questions related to the routes from stations to stadiums, football ticket offices, 

FAN ID Distribution centers, as well as to boarding of special additional FIFA trains for spectators 

you may contact volunteers who are located in stations or at platforms for boarding and alighting.  

Volunteers at stations 

▪ Volunteers are not station staff and they cannot provide information on specific 

issues. Volunteers may provide assistance in calling for the railways or police staff. 

▪ Usual points of location of volunteers are platforms, information desks, ramps. 

▪ Volunteers may be identified by bright uniform dress without RZD logo. 

English-speaking staff 

▪ Most railway employees do not speak English. 

▪ English-speaking persons are the volunteers.  

▪ You may summon an English-speaking volunteer at station information desk. 
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6. SERVICES TO PERSONS WITH REDUCED MOBILITY, ORDERING 

PROCEDURES. 

E-services and journey planning 

▪ Website  www.pass.rzd.ru is available in version for the visually impaired (in Russian 

only). 

▪ For hearing-impaired clients and clients with communicational problems a chat-

bot  RzdOnlineBot in Telegram application is available (in Russian only). 

▪ In order to obtain special places for wheelchair users, passengers should present 

authenticated medical documents to the RZD Center for Promotion of Mobility. 

Preparing a journey 

▪ Passenger with musculoskeletal disorders can book special places in railway coaches 

accessible for wheelchairs via RZD Center for Promotion of Mobility. 

▪ 3 days before, but not less than 24 hours before the journey it is possible to order 

other services of Center for Promotion of Mobility listed below.   

▪ In case there has been no pre-order for such services, passenger may contact station 

information desk. 

Mobility assistance in trains 

▪ Arrangement of the meeting of persons with reduced mobility at station; 

▪ Accompaniment of passenger to / from the train, main station areas (ticket offices, 

waiting halls, left luggage, medical post, sanitary facilities, etc., platforms).   

▪ Assistance in getting station services (tickets, luggage lockers, etc.); 

▪ Provision of a waiting place; 

▪ Assistance in luggage handling (up to 3 items); 

▪ Assistance in boarding / alighting from long-distance trains; 

Contacts of RZD Center for Promotion of Mobility 

info@rzd.ru 

8 800 510 11 11 

(number available if dialed from Russian operators only) 

Official Russian documents for further information 

▪ Order of the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation as of November 6th, 

2015 №329 “On ratification of procedures for ensuring conditions of accessibility for passengers 

with disabilities into railway cars, stations, long-distance trains and provision of services in long-

distance trains and at railway stations to these passengers”. 

▪ www.pass.rzd.ru (available in English version). 

  

http://www.pass.rzd.ru/
https://telegram.me/RzdOnlineBot
mailto:info@rzd.ru
http://www.pass.rzd.ru/
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7. ADDITIONAL SERVICES AT STATIONS. 

Free services for more comfort 

▪ Largest railway stations in Russia have free Wi-Fi access. To get the service clients 

need to pass the authorization with provision of personal data. 

▪ All Russian stations provide services of free charging of electronic devices. Charging 

places are indicated with pictograms.  

For passengers with valid train tickets use of station toilets is free of charge. 

After a journey, the service stays free of charge within two hours after arrival time.  

Additional paid services 

▪ Largest railway stations are equipped with automatic luggage lockers. 

▪ Many stations have services of extended-stay rooms (of hotel or hostel type, 

depending on the station) indicated with signs “rest rooms”. Some stations have shower rooms. 

▪ Passengers may use the paid comfortable waiting lounges. 

▪ Most of the stations provide photocopy and print services. 

▪ Information offices provide free of charge information on railway services (train 

schedule and transportation rules) and paid information (city information, loudspeaker 

announcements, etc.)  

To find out more on availability and price of services  

passengers should approach information desks at stations. 

 

8. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

What should I do if my train ticket is lost / stolen / damaged? 

▪ Please, contact information desk staff or duty assistant of station chief and follow their 

recommendations. 

▪ In standard situations to retrieve a lost ticket passenger should present a written 

demand and an identification document that has been used to obtain train ticket (or certificate 

issued by police in case ID is lost as well), indicate departure date and route details. 

▪ Ticket reissue is a paid service. 

What should I do if I miss my train?  

▪ Please, contact information desk, duty assistant of station chief or volunteer and 

follow their recommendations. 

What should I do if my documents are lost / stolen? 

▪ Please, contact information desk, duty assistant of station chief or police staff directly 

and follow their recommendations. 
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▪ It is recommended to have a phone number of you country’s consulate in Russia. 

Station staff may help you to contact the consulate if they are given a local phone number. 

What should I do if I lose my FAN ID? 

▪ To get the duplicate of your FAN ID you should contact the Distribution center and 

present you identification document used at FAN ID issue.  

▪ To get information of the location of Distribution centers in a specific city contact 

station information desk or volunteer and follow their recommendations. 

 

9. MAIN CONTACTS OF RUSSIAN RAILWAYS FOR DIFFERENT 

SITUATIONS RELATED TO TRAVELLING ON RAILWAYS. 

Information Service Center 

(call from Russia is free of charge; number available if dialed from Russian operators only) 

8 800 775 00 00  

info@rzd.ru 

▪ Website for passengers: www.pass.rzd.ru (available in English) 

▪ Press-service, international division (only for official media):  

+7 499 262 32 94, int-press@css-rzd.ru. 

▪ International Cooperation Department (only for official requests):  

+7 499 262 16 28.  

 

For additional questions regarding this leaflet please refer to: 

rzd.for.fifa2018@dzvr.ru 

+7 499 260 33 48 

+7 499 260 09 90 

 

  

http://www.pass.rzd.ru/
mailto:int-press@css-rzd.ru
mailto:rzd.for.fifa2018@dzvr.ru
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Appendix 1: Lists of Weapons, Explosives and Other Devices, Items and Substances 

Relocation of Which to a Zone of Transport Security or Its Certain Part Is Prohibited 

or Restricted. 

1. The List of Weapons 

1.1. Combat weapons and their basic parts, and ammunition to such weapons 

1.2. Civilian and service weapons 

1.2.1. Civilian weapons and their basic parts 

1.2.2. Self-defense weapons 

1.2.3. Smoothbore and long-barreled firearms : 

- Limited damage firearms (pistols, revolvers, barrel-free guns); 

- Gas pistols and revolvers; 

- Spray, aerosol and other mechanical non-lethal devices equipped with teargas or irritant 

chemicals; 

- Electroshock weapons, including spark discharge non-lethal devices. 

1.2.4. Sporting weapons: 

- Rifled guns; 

- Smoothbore guns; 

- Air guns with a muzzle energy of more than 3 J; 

- Edged and throwing weapons. 

1.2.5. Hunting weapons: 

- Rifled long guns; 

- Smoothbore long guns, including those with the length of a rifled section of no more than 

140 mm; 

- Combined (rifled and smoothbore) long guns, including those with changeable and 

insertable rifled barrels; 

- Air guns with a muzzle energy of no more than 25 J. 

1.2.6. Flare guns. 

1.3. Weapons produced exclusively for export (meeting requirements of 

importing countries); 

1.4. Service weapons and their basic parts; 

1.4.1. Firearms: 

- Smoothbore and rifled handguns with a muzzle energy of no more than 300 J; 

- Smoothbore long guns; 

- Limited damage firearms. 

1.4.2. Basic parts of service firearms. 

1.5. Bladed weapons 

 

2. The List of Explosives 

2.1. Pyrotechnic devices: 

1) Thermite devices, slow match and quick match; 

2) Lighting and light flash devices; 

3) Signal devices; 

4) Fireworks devices; 

5) Smoke devices; 

6) Pyroautomatic devices; 
7) Pyrotechnic simulation devices, training-simulation and other devices. 

2.2. Explosives: 

1) Brisant; 

2) Industrial; 

3) Initiating; 

4) Self-made explosives on the basis of nitrogen compounds and others mixed explosives 
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with initiating devices or without them; 

5) Perchlorates; 

6) Pyroxylin, black and other powders. 

2.3. Components of explosives: 

1) Solid fuel bursting charge; 

2) Initiating devices: 

- Mechanical action ignition agents; 

- Mechanical action detonating agents; 

- Actuating mechanisms on the basis of initiating devices. 

2.4. Accessories and other components of explosives: 

1) Accessory explosion cartridges; 

2) Explosion cartridges (detonators). 

 

3. The List of Other Devices, Items and Substances Relocation of Which to a 

Zone of Transport Security or Its Certain Part Is Prohibited or Restricted 

3.1. Items and substances containing dangerous radioactive agents: 

3.2. Items and substances containing dangerous chemical agents: 

3.3. Items and substances containing dangerous biological agents: 

3.4. Items containing explosives 

3.5. Items structurally similar to weapons, and those that can be applied as such 

at acts of illegal intervention: 

 

 

 


